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UBS 12 × 12: New Artists/New Work Siebren Versteeg MCA Chicago. Gallery. About bitforms, Map and directions,
Contact us, Siebren Versteeg. Siebren Versteeg. artwork - about - exhibitions - bibliography. close. All. WAWTG
CV - Siebren Versteeg 12/2/2011 Siebren Versteeg - Rhona Hoffman Gallery Computer-generated art that
mediates on authorship and creativity. 13 May 2014. The latest generative art project by new media artist Siebren
Versteeg is evolving inside an industrial container at the experimental art space New Release 26 Jan 2012 - 50
min - Uploaded by Chicago Humanities FestivalArtist Siebren Versteeg, whom New York Magazine called every
Harry Potter-- loving/Hackers. Siebren Versteeg Archives - VoCA Voices in Contemporary Art Rhona Hoffman
Gallery is pleased to present INACTION, an exhibition of new work by Siebren Versteeg. This will be our third
Practicing 2 at Greene Exhibitions. the computer-generated work of Siebren Versteeg and Johannes
_imploder_8700x12000_00055_rp-3316 Melissa Etheridge & Kelly Green with detail.
_imploder_8700x12000_00084_rp-1682 Ears to the Ground with detail. Siebren Versteeg, Puff Puff Pass Grey
Magazine PROVIDENCE RI.- The RISD Museum presents Siebren Versteeg: In Advance of Another Thing in the
Spalter New Media Gallery. Versteeg American, b. Dave Hardy & Siebren Versteeg: Spirit Tours 11 Recess 6 Oct
2015. Browse the best of Siebren Versteeg, including artwork for sale, his latest shows & events, biography, and
exclusive Siebren Versteeg articles. ICA NEXT: MEETS Siebren Versteeg: ICA Miami Particular Heights is a
site-specific, participatory electronic installation that activates the outdoor courtyard of Chapel and Orange Streets,
otherwise known as . 20 May 2008. Multi-media artist Siebren Versteeg often writes a code, goes to bed, and
wakes in the morning to see what the computer created over night. Particular Heights: Paul Theriault and Siebren
Versteeg - Artspace Siebren Versteeg's multimedia installations engage critically with the systems used for the
dissemination of images within our culture, as well as with the . 2 Nov 2012 - 5 minNYC artist Siebren Versteeg
describes how for several years he's been developing a library. Siebren Versteeg Image Transfer: Pictures in a
Remix Culture. Featuring the work of artists who freely adopt and adapt materials from myriad sources such as the
Reading the Art Between the Lines. Posted October 15, 2015 by by Margaret Graham. Jurg Lehni's Drawing
Machine Viktor ?Siebren Versteeg Artist Bio and Art for Sale Artspace Siebren Versteeg biography and art for
sale. Siebren Versteeg's multimedia installations engage critically with the systems used for the dissemination o
Siebren Versteeg - Meulensteen Underdonk Joe Grimm and Siebren Versteeg NY, NY. Offen AUF AEG Sheppard
Fine Arts Gallery Siebren Versteeg and Eunjung Hwang Reno, NV. Osheaga Siebren Versteeg: Artist Portrait on
Vimeo Siebren Versteeg designs programs and display strategies to tap into these streams, siphoning off bits here
and there, rearticulating their systems of Siebren Versteeg Video Data Bank Headline news meets popular culture
in two works by Chicago-based artist Siebren Versteeg: Dynamic Ribbon Device 2003, which transforms live
semester 2009, USF's first Tom and Patricia Kennedy Artist in Residence was the internationally known Siebren
Versteeg. Born in New 7561 Sunset Blvd. #103, Los Angeles, CA 90046 323.378.6842 ldlosangeles.com. Siebren
Versteeg, 2004. Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture, Siebren Versteeg Artists USF Graphicstudio
Institute for. Siebren Versteeg, Siebren, Versteeg. Siebren Versteeg: Dynamic Ribbon Device and CC Wexner
Center. Siebren Versteeg was born in New Haven, CT, and lives and works in New York. Siebren Versteeg -
Collaborators - Independent Curators International NEW RELEASE AND SIEBREN VERSTEEG PRESENT
WHITE ROCK #2SENSI2BCRETI NOVEMBER 13TH - DECEMBER 20TH OPENING: NOVEMBER 13TH. James
Yood on Siebren Versteeg - artforum.com / in print NEW YORK, May 6, 2010—On July 7, 2010, Dave Hardy and
Siebren Versteeg will begin two months of work at Recess, entitled Spirit Tours 11. The artists Joe Grimm and
polycarbonate fluorescent unit. Flag Pole size: 8' × 1 1/2” D Flag Size: 48 3/4” × 78 1/2” Siebren Versteeg - ltd los
angeles Siebren Versteeg - 70 Artworks, Bio & Shows on Artsy 15 Sep 2013. Siebren Versteeg and Joe Grimm are
like neuro scientists. They carefully manipulate dials and press buttons to examine how those produce Siebren
Versteeg: Subversive Art - YouTube leeza meksin Tag Archive:siebren versteeg 27 Aug 2015. 2, featuring a
meet-and-greet with artist Siebren Versteeg. This program will precede a musical performance by Versteeg as King
Pong, as well Siebren Versteeg - Dorsch Gallery UBS 12 × 12: New Artists/New Work Siebren Versteeg. Nov
-Kennedy Visiting Artist - School of Art & Art History Dyeing Merging Multitasking: Mike Cloud, Jeff DeGoliier,
Shana Moulton, Donna Nelson & Siebren Versteeg Organized by Leeza Meksin July 13 – August 18, .